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CELEBRATING 30 YEARS - 
AGRISPARES
For 30 years, our  company has been 
at the forefront in supplying quality replacement and
original parts for self-propelled forage harvesters, 
combine harvesters and the entire range of harvesting 
equipment...    READ MORE - Page 2
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CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF 
AGRISPARES 

Our customers can rely on us to supply 
blades, shearbars, belts and all wearing parts, 
for a wide range of machines including Claas, 
John Deere, Krone and New Holland. We are 
leading stockists of quality replacement 
Kemper maize

 

Our sales team are constantly updated with the 
latest modifications to machines, to ensure our 
customers have the right parts to maximise 
performance.

For customers new and old, please get in touch 
with us on  so that we can 
update our records and have the right parts 
for your machines this season. Or visit our 
website at 

“saving our customers 
money and avoiding 
downtime...”

For 30 years, our 
company has been at the forefront in 
supplying quality replacement and 
original parts for self-propelled forage 
harvesters, combine harvesters and 
the entire range of harvesting
equipment.
Headed by Jeremy Thompson – who has been 
with us since 1993 – we supply parts across the 
UK, operating a countrywide next day delivery 
service, stretching from Cornwall to the Scottish 
slands, Wales to East Anglia, and all points in 
between. We even export to customers in the Irish 
Republic, Spain, Portugal and further afield.

Starting life as a small agricultural spares
operation in 1990, we now source parts from 
France, Germany and the USA, all manufactured- 
to a high specification, and often outlasting 
original equipment - especially if they are well 
maintained - so saving our customers money 
and avoiding downtime. We also have a sister 
company, Bearings Plus



The business has invested in the latest and most cost effective agricultural machinery to ensure it 
performs to the highest possible standard. The team pride themselves on providing the best agricultural 

efficiently. Their motto is to deliver a first class service, with well maintained and up to date equipment. 

Investment and remaining competitive are the keys 
to success for RM Simpson.
The Yorkshire Based, family run contracting 
business was founded in 1984 and it is now the 
second generation of the Simpsons holding the 
reins.

SUSTAINABILITY IS WATCHWORD FOR BUN SYMES

The Isle of Wight based company, headed by 
Managing Director Bun Symes, uses high tech 
machinery, skilled staff and innovative methods to 
promote long-term soil health. It uses yield mapping 
to improve yield and profitability, while reducing 
costs and the impact on the environment.

Bun Symes Contracting is a professional and highly skilled agribusiness dedicated to ensuring 
profitability for both its clients and the family farm, while farming in a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly way.

CELEBRATING CUSTOMERS ACROSS 
THE COUNTRY

Sarah Symes, is a qualified independent agronomist working with Hampshire Arable Services, 
who plays an active role in the business and also enables the company to offer an independent 
agronomy services to clients.

ONE TRACTOR DRIVES CREATION OF NP DAVIES
Nigel Davies, with one Fiat 780 tractor used for ploughing and small square bailing. 
The Wolverhampton-based business upgraded to a 
Ford 6610 tractor in 1982, and added mowing, 

Over the years, NP Davies has developed and grown into a business specialising in providing 
agricultural machinery for specific enterprises, while offering a competitive and professional service. 
The company employs local, high skilled workers and carries a large quantity of spare parts for each 
machine, for servicing and repairs to ensure a continuous and reliable service.

NP Davies is a member of the National Agricultural Association Contractors, adhering to its strict 
codes of conduct and keeping up-to-date with changing legislation and industry requirements. The 
company is also a member of the Maize Growers Association.

RM SIMPSON INVESTS IN QUALITY SERVICE
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FROM DAIRY TO CONTRACTING FOR 
P RUSSON & SONS
Lincolnshire dairy farm. 
Founder Peter Russon - himself the son of a farmer - soon diversified into agricultural contracting, and 
this side of the business accelerated in the 1980s when peter became an early pioneer of maize 
growing. Contracting began first with maize drilling, later expanding to cover a complete forage crop 
establishment and harvesting operation. 

into a large progressive operation it is today, providing contracting services to farmers and landowners 
throughout Lincolnshire and the surrounding counties. 

The business still farms 136 hectares of its own 
land and Tim runs a beef suckler heard.

Although a wide range of services are now 
offered, the main focus remains a complete 
forage operation, from sewing to clamping. This is 
rapidly expanding with the advent of anaerobic 
digestion plants in the region.

CELEBRATING CUSTOMERS ACROSS 
THE COUNTRY
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We are proud at Agrispares of our partnership with Landa, since the 1980s acting as the only UK 

WORKING WITH LANDA FOR THREE DECADES

“After so much time working side by side, we 
have developed very close cooperation,” 
commented Alexis Bertrand, Head of 
International Sales at Landa. “Thanks to the 
professionalism of Agrispares we know we have 
made the right choice in them as our exclusive 
partner. Landa values are delivering quality parts 
and quality customer service, and Agrispares are 
100 percent involved in these values.”

“Our cooperation continues to progress and we 
are ready to face new challenges together.”

New Catalogues for 2020

Please call the office on 01380 850 001 or email 

your copy! 



“We have been dealing with Agrispares for about ten years and they supply spares 
mainly for our forager, combine and grain harvester equipment. I always go to 
Agrispares first as they have the knowledge and delivery expertise that I need, and they 
are very helpful.”

Tom Lingham, Partner, K I Lingham, Kent.

“I get most of my parts from Jeremy and Agrispares and have been working with them 
for 12 or 13 years. When I identified where I could get a Kooima shearbar in the US, we 
worked together and were the first to import them. Agrispares are very fair on price and 
are very experienced, so we trust them to give us the best advice.”

Alan Roberts, Partner, RA Roberts Contracting, Shropshire

“Agrispares have been supplying parts to us since the 1990s and are a very good 
company. They give us a good price, great service, and I know I can phone them one 
day and the right part will be with us the next.” 

John Reed, Director, SJ Reed Agricultural Contractors, Devon

“Agrispares are very knowledgeable and helpful and they have the right attitude. Their 
spares are all competitively priced, and their delivery service is excellent. We get good 

Martin Bell, Partner  Aberdeenshire

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

QUALITY

We provide the best value parts 
available. We source premium quality 
parts from original equipment 
manufacturers around the world to 
bring you the best quality at the most 
competitive prices, ensuring you have 
the best value for money available in 
the marketplace.
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Get in touch today:
 
Email: sales @agrispares.co.uk 
Phone: 01380 850 001

YEARS!




